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ST. PETERSBURG – Last
Friday, more than 45 volunteers took part in MASK UP!
ST. PETE’s campaign launch
in the south side’s 33705 zip
code. Volunteers distributed
over 2,000 masks and hundreds of t-shirts and flyers to
help aid in the fight against
COVID-19.
Volunteers met up with
MASK UP! ST. PETE’s coleaders, Imam Askia Muhammad Aquil and Dr. Katurah
Jenkins-Hall, at Cross and

Anvil Human Services location
at 1201 7th Ave. S at 4 p.m. for
check-in. After volunteers
were assigned to team captains, they were decked out in
MASK UP! ST. PETE logo
shirts before heading off to
distribution sites throughout
the 33705 area.
Distribution sites included
Enoch Davis Center, Greater
Mount Zion AME, Macedonia
Freewill Baptist Church,
PERC, Salem’s Fresh Eats,
and key intersections, including Martin Luther King, Jr.
Street and 18th Avenue South,
16th Street and 7th Avenue

Ray Arsenault
tween Black Lives Matter and
the civil rights movement of the
mid-20th century.
“There’s a difference between a protest and move-

ST. PETERSBURG — Meaningful police reform will remain elusive
as long as we continue to deny
known truths.
First, we are all fallible human
beings and will inevitably make mistakes. When made, reasonable people are capable of evaluating errors
and taking appropriate corrective
action.
On the other hand, some among
us are motivated by bias, prejudice,
and discriminatory beliefs and engage in deliberate acts of violence
and brutality based on these beliefs.
All professions, ethnicities, and organizations are composed of individuals with these qualities, but not all
act on them in the same way. Regrettably, some find their way into society’s most powerful institutions of
social control, law enforcement and
criminal justice.
Policies, procedures, and training are implemented to guide, direct, and hold accountable,
individuals who engage professionally in the execution of law enforcement and criminal justice control.
Technology has historically played
an important role in advancing and
improving the disciplines and, for
the most part, are readily embraced.
However, body cameras are not
universally welcomed as a tool to improve police performance and enhance
accountability
and
professionalism.
Some police
unions and labor organizations oppose body cameras and have been
successful in their efforts to persuade law enforcement administrators to adopt their position.
Enlightened police professionals
readily acknowledge body cameras
are effective tools for police and citizen self-control and accountability.
Two years ago, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement documented 89 police departments and
20 sheriff’s offices in Florida deploying body cameras.
I recently surveyed some law
enforcement agencies in the Tampa
Bay area and learned two of the
largest departments do not outfit
their personnel with body cameras.
The Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office
reported deputies do not wear body
cameras, but every cruiser is
equipped with dash cameras, and
every deputy carries a microphone
pack. Further, the sheriff indicated
there were no plans to move to body
cameras.

See BLM, page 2

See CAMERA, page 4

South and 18th Street and 16th
Avenue South.
The St. Petersburg Metropolitan Section of the National
Council of Negro Women
(NCNW) also distributed
masks and other items beginning at 8:30 a.m. on Friday
from the Cross and Anvil location, while Historic Bethel
AME distributed masks in
Methodist Town, which is
within 33705, on Friday
evening.
Dr. Jenkins-Hall noted,
“Though we were hot and
tired afterward, everyone
See MASK, page 8

Then and now: USF St. Petersburg
professors weigh in on historic parallels
of the BLM Movement
ST. PETERSBURG – For
the past month, demonstrators
worldwide have protested police brutality following the
killings of black Americans
such as George Floyd, Breonna
Taylor and Tony McDade.
Chants of “Black lives matter”
and “No justice, no peace” have
filled the streets around Tampa
Bay. Fed up with what they see
as a criminal justice system rife
with racial injustice, many current protesters are calling for
police reform and others for
more drastic measures.
There’s overwhelming support for these demonstrations.
Roughly two-thirds of Americans support the Black Lives
Matter movement, according to
the Pew Research Center, which

USFSP Professor
is more than supported the civil
rights demonstrators in Selma,
Ala., in 1965.
It’s no surprise then, said
historian Ray Arsenault, that
parallels have been drawn be-
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Then and now: USF St. Petersburg professors weigh
in on historic parallels of the BLM Movement
BLM , from front page

ment,” explained Arsenault, a professor of history and civil rights expert
at the USF St. Petersburg
campus. “Not all protests
become organized movements, but the fact that
the recent Black Lives
Matter protests have persisted for several weeks as
well-organized nonviolent
marches and demonstrations suggests they have
gone well beyond the
protest stage.”
Today’s Black Lives
Matter activists have
adopted many of the
same nonviolent direct
action techniques and tactics developed during the
struggle for civil rights in
the 1950s and 1960s. The
sit-ins and freedom rides
of the earlier struggle
have morphed into the
current “die-ins” where
protestors lie in the street
and block traffic. In both
eras, the protestors have
relied on nonviolent civil
disruption to draw attention to their cause and to
mobilize mass support
and political leverage.
There are other notable
similarities between the
two movements, according
to Julie Buckner Armstrong, professor of English at the USF St.
Petersburg campus and
editor of multiple books on
the Civil Rights Movement.
“Both were spurred by
acts of violence. Both have
targeted goals – to dismantle Jim Crow laws in
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the mid-20th century and
end racist police practices
today. And both were primarily led by youth figures. Martin Luther King,
Jr. was only 26 when he
became a spokesperson
for the Montgomery Bus
Boycott.”
As the civil rights
struggle of the 1950s and
1960s evolved, the movement gained national attention by organizing
boycotts, sit-ins, freedom
rides, mass marches, and
voting rights campaigns.
The demands for radical
change became clear.
“They took the struggle out of the courtroom
and into the streets, insisting on freedom now, not
later. And that is exactly
what the Black Lives Matter protestors are doing,”
Arsenault observed. “In
both cases, the protestors
are willing to go into the
streets, to go to jail, and in
some cases to put their
bodies on the line in an effort to shame the nation
into responding to their
call for liberty and justice
for all.”
Today, the demands of
the Black Lives Matter
movement include defunding and dismantling
police
departments,
which many view as systemically racist institutions with problematic
histories of oppressing
black Americans. In fact, a
black man is more than
three
times
more

likely than a white man to
be killed by police.
Arsenault supports
the demilitarization and
partial defunding of police departments through
a transfer of funds and
authority to social service agencies. But he
questions whether a blanket demand for defunding is realistic or
politically viable.
He encourages protestors to focus their efforts
on eliminating systemic
bias, creating civilian review boards and addressing the “blue code,” which
sees police officers keeping silent about the
crimes and misconducts
of their colleagues.
As awareness of racial
injustices grows, there
are plenty of things people can do to support
racial justice, according to
Armstrong. First, educate
yourself. Research and
read up on resources related to anti-racism and
how to be an ally.
Then, integrate your
life. “If you surround
yourself with too many
people who think just like
you, you won’t be able to
see the bigger picture,”
she said.
Finally, she said, “call
out racism when you see
it. The jokes, the ignorant
remarks, the stereotypes
and so on. Call out your
elected officials when they
say racist things or support racist policies.”
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COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

A Public Hearing will be held by the Pinellas County Board of County Commissioners during its
regularly-scheduled public meeting on July 21, 2020, beginning at 2:00 P.M., with public hearings
being held beginning at 6 P.M. or as soon thereafter as may be accommodated by the completion
of the rest of the Board agenda, to obtain citizen views on the Fiscal Year 2020-2024 Five-Year
Consolidated Plan, including the Fiscal Year 2020-2021 Annual Action Plan. The Five-Year Consolidated Plan describes the County’s community development priorities and multiyear goals based
on an assessment of housing and community development needs, an analysis of housing and economic market conditions and available resources. The Annual Action Plan is Pinellas County’s
application for Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) and Emergency Solutions Grant
(ESG) funds and the Pinellas County Consortium’s annual application for HOME Investment
Partnerships Program (HOME) funds.

A Public Hearing will be held by the Pinellas County Board of County Commissioners during its
regularly-scheduled public meeting on July 21, 2020, beginning at 2:00 P.M., with public hearings
being held beginning at 6 P.M. or as soon thereafter as may be accommodated by the completion
of the rest of the Board agenda, to obtain citizen views on the Substantial Amendment to the Fiscal
Year 2019-2020 Annual Action Plan. The Substantial Amendment enables the County to receive
and administer $1,481,969.00 in Community Development Block Grant – Coronavirus Response
(CDBG-CV) and $3,997,774.00 Emergency Solutions Grant – Coronavirus Response Round 2
(ESG-CV2) funding from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to
prepare, prevent and respond to the COVID-19 Pandemic, made available through the Coronavirus
AID, Relief and Economic Security Act (CARES Act).

The anticipated funding allocation for Pinellas County’s CDBG and ESG Programs and the Consortium’s HOME Program for 2020-2021 is five million eighty-six thousand three hundred twentyfour dollars ($5,086,324.00), which includes grant funds to be received from the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development as well as estimated program income. The Consortium consists of Pinellas County, acting in its capacity as an Urban County, and the City of Largo.

In accordance with the Executive Office of the Governor Orders 20-69, 20-91 20-112, 20-114, and
120-139, 20-150, and Pinellas County Emergency Official Authority Order 20-3, the above referenced meeting and hearing are currently scheduled to be held in-person in the Magnolia Room at
the Pinellas County Cooperative Extension, 12520 Ulmerton Road, Largo Florida with virtual
participation available utilizing Communications Media Technology (CMT) on the Zoom platform.
Space for in-person attendance is very limited due to COVID-19 social distancing. Members
of the public wishing to address the Board are strongly encouraged to participate virtually.

In accordance with the Executive Office of the Governor Orders 20-69, 20-91 20-112, 20-114, and
120-139, 20-150, and Pinellas County Emergency Official Authority Order 20-3, the above referenced meeting and hearing are currently scheduled to be held in-person in the Magnolia Room at
the Pinellas County Cooperative Extension, 12520 Ulmerton Road, Largo Florida with virtual participation available utilizing Communications Media Technology (CMT) on the Zoom platform.
Space for in-person attendance is very limited due to COVID-19 social distancing. Members
of the public wishing to address the Board are strongly encouraged to participate virtually.
Subject to the continued effectiveness of the current or future Executive Orders providing for
the ability to conduct local public meetings completely virtually, the Board of County Commissioners may elect to do so. In such an event, the meeting will be conducted entirely through
the Zoom platform, with the public able to participate virtually as outlined herein. Please visit
http://www.pinellascounty.org/BCC_Participation.htm or call 727-464-3000 for updates regarding whether this hearing will allow in-person participation.
The public meeting and any public hearings on that agenda will be broadcast live at
https://youtube.com/pcctv1, on the county website at http://pinellascounty.org/tv and on the
County cable public access channels:
▪ Spectrum Channel 637
▪ Frontier Channel 44
▪ WOW! Channel 18
Members of the public wishing to address the body on any agenda item may do so in person or
virtually. To participate virtually, visit www.pinellascounty.org/attend or call the Zoom meeting at
one of the following numbers:
1-646-558-8656; or 1-312-626-6799; or 1-301-715-8592; or
1-346-248-7799; or 1-720-707-2699; or 1-253-215-8782.
You will be asked to enter a Webinar ID number. That number is 238 247 671.
The agenda for this meeting can be found at https://pinellas.legistar.com/Calendar.aspx.
Those wishing to provide comments on any agenda item are encouraged to do so in
advance through the dedicated County public comment voicemail at 727-464-4010; or by advance
written comment at www.pinellascounty.org/bccagendacomment. There are also instructions for
the methods of commenting during public meetings and providing materials for presentation to
the Board during public hearings available online at www.pinellascounty.org/BCC, and recorded
instructions are available at 727-464-4400.
Persons who are deaf or hard of hearing may provide public input on any agenda item through
use of these numbers via the State of Florida’s relay service, at 7-1-1. For more
visit www.ftri.org/relay/faqs.

Subject to the continued effectiveness of the current or future Executive Orders providing for
the ability to conduct local public meetings completely virtually, the Board of County Commissioners may elect to do so. In such an event, the meeting will be conducted entirely through
the Zoom platform, with the public able to participate virtually as outlined herein. Please visit
http://www.pinellascounty.org/BCC_Participation.htm or call 727-464-3000 for updates regarding whether this hearing will allow in-person participation.
The public meeting and any public hearings on that agenda will be broadcast live at
https://youtube.com/pcctv1, on the county website at http://pinellascounty.org/tv and on the
County cable public access channels:
▪ Spectrum Channel 637
▪ Frontier Channel 44
▪ WOW! Channel 18
Members of the public wishing to address the body on any agenda item may do so in person or
virtually. To participate virtually, visit www.pinellascounty.org/attend or call the Zoom meeting at
one of the following numbers:
1-646-558-8656; or 1-312-626-6799; or 1-301-715-8592; or
1-346-248-7799; or 1-720-707-2699; or 1-253-215-8782.
You will be asked to enter a Webinar ID number. That number is 238 247 671.
The agenda for this meeting can be found at https://pinellas.legistar.com/Calendar.aspx.
Those wishing to provide comments on any agenda item are encouraged to do so in
advance through the dedicated County public comment voicemail at 727-464-4010; or by advance
written comment at www.pinellascounty.org/bccagendacomment. There are also instructions for
the methods of commenting during public meetings and providing materials for presentation to
the Board during public hearings available online at www.pinellascounty.org/BCC, and recorded
instructions are available at 727-464-4400.
Persons who are deaf or hard of hearing may provide public input on any agenda item through
use of these numbers via the State of Florida’s relay service, at 7-1-1. For more
visit www.ftri.org/relay/faqs.
All comments on any agenda item received by 5:00 p.m. the day before the meeting will be included
as part of the official record for this meeting and will be available to be considered by the County
Commission prior to any action taken.

All comments on any agenda item received by 5:00 p.m. the day before the meeting will be included
as part of the official record for this meeting and will be available to be considered by the County
Commission prior to any action taken.

Visual Presentation Materials, Documents, or Photos

Visual Presentation Materials, Documents, or Photos

Public comments in virtual meetings are audio only. Public comment in-person also is audio-only.
Any visual materials must be submitted in advance.

Public comments in virtual meetings are audio only. Public comment in-person also is audio-only.
Any visual materials must be submitted in advance.
All presentation materials, documents, or photos that are to be presented or entered into the record
for a public hearing item MUST BE RECEIVED NOT LATER THAN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR
DAYS PRIOR TO THE PUBLIC HEARING.
Materials, documents, or photos for a public hearing should be submitted via email or mail.
Email Address (for submitting materials, documents, and photos ONLY):
bccagendacomments@mypinellasclerk.org
Mailing Address:
Pinellas County Board Records
315 Court Street, Clearwater, FL 33756
All submissions MUST be accompanied by information that contains:
▪ The identity of the sender.
▪ Contact information for the sender.
▪ The Agenda date and Agenda Number or Public Hearing topic information to identify
the matter.
Failure to comply with these provisions may result in the submission not being available for the
public hearing.
Answers to questions on the submission of Presentation Materials, Documents or Photos for Public
Hearings may be received by leaving a message at 727-464-3458.

All presentation materials, documents, or photos that are to be presented or entered into the record
for a public hearing item MUST BE RECEIVED NOT LATER THAN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR
DAYS PRIOR TO THE PUBLIC HEARING.
Materials, documents, or photos for a public hearing should be submitted via email or mail.
Email Address (for submitting materials, documents, and photos ONLY):
bccagendacomments@mypinellasclerk.org
Mailing Address:
Pinellas County Board Records
315 Court Street, Clearwater, FL 33756
All submissions MUST be accompanied by information that contains:
▪ The identity of the sender.
▪ Contact information for the sender.
▪ The Agenda date and Agenda Number or Public Hearing topic information to identify
the matter.
Failure to comply with these provisions may result in the submission not being available for the
public hearing.
Answers to questions on the submission of Presentation Materials, Documents or Photos for Public
Hearings may be received by leaving a message at 727-464-3458.

As Pinellas County is currently operating under a Declaration of Emergency relating to the
COVID-19 Pandemic, and is practicing CDC recommended social distancing protocols, staff from
the Office of Human Rights is working remotely from the office. Persons with disabilities who
need reasonable accommodations to effectively participate in this meeting are asked to contact
Pinellas County’s Office of Human Rights by e-mailing such requests to
both pvalenti@co.pinellas.fl.us and to jlorick@co.pinellas.fl.us at least three (3) business days in
advance of the need for reasonable accommodation. You may also call (727) 464-4882. More information about the ADA, and requests for reasonable accommodation, may be found at www.pinellascounty.org/humanrights/ada.

As Pinellas County is currently operating under a Declaration of Emergency relating to the
COVID-19 Pandemic, and is practicing CDC recommended social distancing protocols, staff from
the Office of Human Rights is working remotely from the office. Persons with disabilities who
need reasonable accommodations to effectively participate in this meeting are asked to contact
Pinellas County’s Office of Human Rights by e-mailing such requests to both pvalenti@co.pinellas.fl.us and to jlorick@co.pinellas.fl.us at least three (3) business days in advance of the need for
reasonable accommodation. You may also call (727) 464-4882. More information about the ADA,
and requests for reasonable accommodation, may be found at www.pinellascounty.org/humanrights/ada.

For additional information about participating in Board of County Commissioner meetings
visit http://www.pinellascounty.org/BCC_Participation.htm

For additional information about participating in Board of County Commissioner meetings
visit http://www.pinellascounty.org/BCC_Participation.htm
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Ask an expert: What is a W9?
BY FAYE WATSON
Director & CEO, DAB Community Services, Inc.

Questions related to the
W9 are at the top of the list
for those seeking to apply
for economic relief due to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
In IRS terms, the W9 is
a Request for Taxpayer
Identification Number and
Certification issued by employers or other entities to
individual or business entities receiving income. It is
used for the purpose of verifying the name, address,
and tax identification number for reporting purposes.
The W9 is used complete
the 1099 for tax reporting
purposes.
With line 1 causing the
most confusion and line 2
running a close second, this
clarification may prove helpful.
Line 1 (REQUIRED)
is the legal name that the
business or individual uses
on their federal tax as required by the IRS. The information on line 1 of the

W9 must match the information used on your federal
tax return as associated with
your EIN (Employer Identification Number or Social
Security Number).
Line 2 (IF DIFFERENT FROM LINE 1) is
where you would put your
business name, DBA name,
trade name if different from
Line 1. If it is the same, you
do not have to make an
entry on Line 2. This name
is to help your customer
identify you if the name on
Line 1 is not the name you
are known by.
Some individuals enter
the same information on
line 2 as on Line 1. Doing so
would not cause a problem
however, it is not necessary.
Remember, Line 1 is required and Line 2 is optional. The name on line 1
must match the name associated with the EIN or Social
Security Number listed in
Part I of form W9.
Line 3 Federal tax
classification: (CHECK
ONLY ONE BOX) Check

appropriate box for federal
tax classification of the person or entity whose name is
entered on line 1.
Because the majority of
questions about the W9
came from individuals who
are sole proprietors, I included the following from
the IRS.gov website:
The IRS defines a sole
proprietor as “someone who
owns an unincorporated
business by himself or herself.” It is the simplest and
most common way to start a
business. Completing a
Schedule C with your 1040
tax form showing that you
have business activity is
about the only thing that
shows that you are a sole
proprietor to the IRS.
You do not have to take
any formal action to form a
sole proprietorship. The status comes automatically
from your business activity.
In fact, you might already be
a sole proprietor and not
know it.
Chiropractors, accountants, and freelance design-

ers are all possible examples. Also note that while a
sole proprietor has to be an
individual, individuals are
not always sole proprietors.
Individuals do not always
own a business.
If the Limited Liability
Company is selected, a classification of C-Corporation,
S-Corporation or P-Partnership must be entered.
NOTE: Barbershop or
Hair Salon booth renters
usually file as a sole proprietor, completing a Schedule
C.
Line 4: Exemptions.
If you are exempt from
backup withholdings and
are FATCA reporting enter
in the appropriate space in
line 4 any codes that may
apply to you.
Line 5: Enter the address used on your tax
return. This is the address
where the requester of this
form will mail your 1099;
Line 6: Enter City,
State, Zip;
Line 7: Requester – is
optional. However, it is rec-

ommended that you enter
the name of the requester,
so that no one else can use
the form to claim that they
paid you.
There is no need to rush
when filling out the W9. Remember, an incomplete W9
form could cause a delay or
denial of some COVID-19
grants or other funding.
The following would make a
W9 incomplete:
1. Nothing entered in
Line 1
2. Name in Line 1 does
not match the EIN or Social
Security Number in Part 1
3. Federal Tax classification in Line 3 does not
match the EIN or Social Security Number in Part 1 of
the W9 form and failure to
select a classification if LLC
selected
4. Address, City, State,
Zip in Line 4 and Line 5 are
not filled out
5. Certification: A W9
form that is not certified in
Part II with a signature of a
U.S. person
Faye Watson is director of

Faye Watson
DAB Community Services,
Inc., (DABS) a 501(c)(3)
organization that works to develop and build educational
workforce development and
training programs, small
and mid-sized business capacity and community services initiatives through
partnerships.
DABS is currently Mitigating the Risk of COVID-19
through a Stop the Spread
initiative helping beauty salons and barbershops get back
to work, apply for relief and
position themselves for success. Visit dabcares.org for
more information.

Why Hollywood should confront not ‘cancel’ the problem
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer

Earlier this month,
streaming service HBO
Max shelved the classic film
Gone with the Wind for two
weeks, saying it shows “ethnic and racial prejudices.”
The service considers the
1939 film and its depiction of
slaves during the Civil War
distasteful amid a stormy atmosphere where thousands
of protesters flood the

streets daily to decry systemic racism in our country.
Now back up and
streaming, HBO Max
added a four-minute introduction, warning that the
film “denies the horrors of
slavery,” and added an
hour-long panel discussion
at the end to contextualize
its complicated legacy.
While this seems a fair
compromise, some factions
stoutly believe the film —
and other films like it, bla-

Butterfly McQueen, a brilliant complex
actress whose talent was wasted on
portraying maids and cooks.

Publicity photo for ‘Gone with the
Wind’ featuring Hattie McDaniel,
Olivia de Havilland and Vivien Leigh.

tantly debase African Americans — should be shelved
indefinitely.
This is a brazen stand,
and in the end, this practice
would do more harm than
good.
Based on a novel by
Margaret Mitchell, the film
is set in the American South
during the Civil War, when
slavery was in its death
throes. The heroine Scarlett
O’Hara, who takes over
ownership of her family’s
plantation Tara after the
death of her mother, then
father, does whatever she
can to survive the war and
the advancing Union
troops, even if she has to
“lie, steal, cheat or kill.”
British actress Vivien
Leigh is resplendent as the
narcissistic and conniving
southern belle O’Hara,
making us thoroughly believe that with every bat of
the eyelash and every “fiddle-de-dee” she spouts, it
was a role she was born to
play. The same can be said
of leading man Clark Gable
as the rugged Captain Rhett
Butler, with his devil-maycare demeanor an affected
southern gentleman accent,
he shines just as brightly as
Leigh on the silver screen in
this epic.
But of course, no one is
trying to shelve or ban this
film because of these performances. It is the portrayals of the enslaved at Tara
that some deem nothing
less than cruel caricatures
and deeply offensive. And it
goes without saying that
though the film makes the
Old South look noble in its
fading grandeur, there is
nothing noble in the enslavement of human souls
— not in 1939, not in the
1860s, not ever.
But remember, this is a
work of art, and all the varied pieces must come to-

gether to form a coherent,
spectacular whole. If you
make a film set in the Old
South during the Civil War,
are you really wrong to
show that slavery was a part
of daily life? Yes, if you are
not acknowledging the brutalities of chattel slavery
that kept Miss Scarlett in
her pressed petticoats.
“It is not only a major
document of Hollywood’s
racist practices of the past
but also an enduring work
of popular culture that
speaks directly to the racial
inequalities that persist in
media and society today,”
said African-American film
scholar Jacqueline Stewart
in the newly added introduction.
And just as Leigh and
Gable turned in never-to-beforgotten performances —
along with Olivia de Havilland as Melanie Hamilton,
Scarlett’s kind sister-in-law
and rival; and Leslie
Howard as Ashley Wilkes,
the object of Scarlett’s obsession — so did the actors
who played the roles of
Tara’s enslaved. Oscar Polk
played the level-headed
Pork, Butterfly McQueen,
the high-strung Prissy and
Hattie McDaniel the matronly Mammy.
Gone with the Wind is
filled with slave caricatures
pulled right out historian
U.B. Phillips’ racist writings
that dominated antebellum
scholarship for decades.
The film features Toms,
Sambos, mammies, coons
and bucks. We see welltreated happy darkies loyal
to their generous masters.
Pork (Tom) is earthbound, loyal, and tries to
keep
the
household
grounded — like when he’s
gently disclosing to Scarlett
that she’ll need a princely
sum of $300 for the taxes on
Tara.

At the other end is the
excitable, squeaky-voiced
Prissy (pickaninny, which is
in the coon family), who delivers one of the movie’s
most famous lines. In one
scene she has assured Scarlett she knows how to deliver a baby, but when later
called upon to help when
Melanie goes into labor, she
admits the truth by screaming out, “I don’t know
nothin’ ‘bout birthin’ babies!”
The
headstrong
Mammy speaks her mind
to fellow servants and white
people alike, dispensing advice, commands, and even
kind words at will (Mitchell
didn’t bother to change the
name of this character from
her stereotype).
In one scene, Mammy
boils the clothes of a lice-ridden Confederate soldier
and orders him to scrub
himself down with strong
lye soap, or she’ll do it herself. In another of the more
poignant scenes, she
soothes Scarlett after the
death of her father has become the latest misfortune.
“You been brave so
long, Miss Scarlett. You just
gotta go on being brave,”
Mammy said in her own
heartfelt but willful way.
McDaniel’s performance was such an integral
part of the film’s appeal that
she won the Oscar for Best
Supporting Actress in 1940.
She became the first African
American in history to win
an Academy Award. Unfortunately, at the Oscar ceremony in Los Angeles, she
was not allowed to sit with
the rest of the cast and was
placed in the back.
During the Black Lives
Matter Movement, where
there are hundreds of
protests to end racism
throughout the country,
naturally, these subservient

performances will be
viewed in a different light.
But it’s not like black actors
had a wide range of roles to
choose from for most of the
20th century.
Not only could they
never hope to score any
lead roles, but they were
also restricted to an extremely narrow spectrum
of characters — it didn’t
matter in what era the films
were set. Maids, cooks, nannies, house servants, laborers, stable hands, field
hands, prisoners, jungle
savages, and, of course,
slaves were the standard
shoes they’d be asked to fill
on the movie set. We can be
sure that given their choice,
these film actors — many of
whom had honed their acting skills on the stage —
would rather not play a grinning, groveling or grunting
sub-human.
But did this stop AfricanAmerican actors from turning
out
stellar
performances? McDaniel,
Polk, and McQueen took on
these roles and embraced
them, made them their
own, and in the process, elevated the entire film.
“Watching Gone with
the Wind can be uncomfortable. Even painful,” Steward
said. “Still, it is important
that classic Hollywood films
are available to us in their
original form for viewing
and discussion.”
In the end, a work of art
is a sacred, living thing that
deserves its immortality. A
film like Gone with the
Wind and all the masterful
performances that comprise it, by both black and
white actors, should be preserved for generations to
come — even if we have to
take some of it with an enormous grain of salt. What we
should never do is seal it
shut and bury it.

“on full time.” On full time
means the cameras will not
be operable only when a
deputy draws his/her
weapon.
This is important because, as we know, and as
validated in the cases of
Eric Garner and George
Floyd, police violence and
brutality are not limited to
shootings.
Funding is a recurring
theme in the body cam debate. One can adopt a cynical posture and assert lack
of funds is merely an excuse given city and county
governments are quite
adept at finding money for
initiatives they value. And
in some respects, there is

credible evidence to support this perspective.
I encourage law enforcement administrators, mayors,
city managers, and county
administrators to seize the
moment and opportunity
presented by the Black Lives
Matter Movement and lobby
their lawmakers, state and
federal, for funds to assist
with body cam purchase and
implementation.
On the national level, the
House of Representatives
wants to mandate body cameras while the Senate favors
encouraging the use of body
cameras. Given both houses
find value in body cameras,
why not lobby for federal
dollars or justice depart-

ment grants to assist in
funding. Such a move is not
without precedent.
Chief Holloway has
been named Chair of the
Florida Police Chiefs Association’s subcommittee on
Accountability and Societal
Change. Congratulations,
Chief Holloway! Accountability is so important in the
administration of police
agencies and change is
being ushered in by the
commitment and protests
of so many demographically diverse individuals demanding government and
leaders of all persuasions
recognize and address
America’s inequities.
Mama, Grandma Roxie,

Nanny, and Daddy Amos
taught me and their offspring to clean around your
own doorstep first and be a
model for others to follow. I
offer this admonishment to
you, Chief Holloway, as you
embark on your role as
subcommittee chair.
You were selected in
part because some believe
you have the talent and vision to make change a reality. Please implement “on
full time” body cameras in
the St. Petersburg Police
Department and work for
full implementation in the
State of Florida. Our law enforcement officers and
Floridians deserve the protection.

Police body cameras
CAMERA, from front page

The St. Petersburg Police Department has a longstanding national reputation
for innovation and professionalism. Five years ago,
Chief Anthony Holloway
tepidly endorsed body
cams, but as of this writing,
he has yet to implement
them in the department.
He recently announced
the department was field
testing body cameras, and
implementation has been
put on hold due to coronavirus and anticipated revenue shortfalls.
Gulfport Police Department reports body cameras
have been in use for approximately 10 years, and
the Pasco County Sheriff’s

Office responded: “Yes, we
have had body cameras for
the past five years.”
The two largest agencies
in
Hillsborough
County are moving towards
body cameras as well. The
Tampa Police Department
reports its city council initially denied a body cam
funding request but recently reversed itself, and
the department is moving
forward with purchase and
implementation.
The
Hillsborough
County Sheriff’s Office reports the Hillsborough
County
Commission
funded their request for
body cameras, and they will
deploy cameras that will be
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Saying goodbye to nursing legend Catherine Crumbs
ST. PETERSBURG Born May 29, 1947, at
Mercy Hospital in St. Petersburg,
Catherine
Crumbs had a caring personality and a giving spirit
that many will never forget.
She was a highly qualified,
consummate professional
who provided served as a
nurse practitioner, nurse
educator, and clinical nurse
specialist.
Mrs. Crumbs worked
within Bayfront Health System, St. Petersburg, Pinellas
County
Health
Department and Bay Pines
VA
Healthcare
System. With more than
four decades of experience
in her field, she had a special expertise in gerontology and medical/surgical
nursing.
She started her nursing
career at Mercy Hospital as
a candy striper while attending Gibbs High School.
She gave patients water,
read to them and wrote letters for them. She was
taught basic patient care,
which came in handy since
she was the only person
one burn victim would
allow to touch her.
After finishing high
school, she became a
nurse’s aide at Mound
Park. She went on to earn a
licensed practical nurse
certification in 1972, and an
associate degree in nursing
in 1978 from St. Petersburg
Junior College.
She wasn't done learning, though. While raising
children and taking care of
her husband, she earned a
Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing in 1986, followed by a Master of
Science degree in Nursing

with a Nurse Practitioner
concentration in 1990 from
the University of South
Florida.
“I took one class at a
time. It took me 20 years to
get where I am,” Crumbs
told The Weekly Challenger back in 2016.
Attending St. Petersburg Junior College soon
after forced integration, she
persevered through the
professors telling her that
she couldn’t learn and
white students calling her
names.
“I could tell you some
stories that would make
you cry,” she said. “We had
to fight to get through
school. All you heard is that
you weren’t good enough
or smart enough.”
Once she got a tutor to
teach her how to study, the
rest was history. Almost 20
years after that ordeal, she
ended up teaching nursing
at St. Petersburg College,
retiring in 2013.
In
1977,
Mrs.
Crumbs began tutoring licensed practical and registered nursing students
from Hillsborough and
Pinellas Counties at the
Pinellas County Urban
League with her colleague
Betty Scott under the leadership of former president
and CEO James O. Simmons.
Mrs. Crumbs said a
teacher should be like a
locksmith. “You have to
find what key that will unlock their brains. Not
everyone learns the same.”
She unselfishly gave of
her time and talent by willingly giving back to the
community for more than
43 years. Every year, she

Catherine Crumbs, RNC, M.S.N., A.R.N.P.
and her nursing students
would conduct health
screenings to at-risk residents in St. Petersburg
while participating in the
Urban League’s Crime Prevention Run.
One pivotal moment for
Mrs. Crumbs was when
former NFL player Derrick
Brooks acknowledged her
at the Urban League's
Equal Opportunity Day
Gala. He said from the
stage, "If I was only a few
years older." This made her
day, and she talked about it
for weeks.
Mrs. Crumbs endured
many challenges in her
nursing career, but it did
not stop her from speaking
out and standing up for her
beliefs. One of her favorite
quotes was "unjust won't
thrive" long before the
Black Live Matters Movement garnered attention.
She was instrumental in
forming the Pathway Program at St. Petersburg College to increase minority
presence and gender equity in health care professions. Beginning in 1992,

Catherine Crumbs was awarded the
Community Service Award by
The Princess Hirrihigua Chapter Daughters
of the American Revolution in 2014.

the
program
was created for disadvantaged and underrepresented students.
Mrs. Crumbs worked
on the task force comprised
of former St. Petersburg
Junior College President
Carl Kuttler, faculty and
community leaders, including former St. Petersburg
NAACP president Garnelle
Jenkins and the Urban
League’s Simmons to diversify health programs.
Mrs. Crumbs was a
member of the Phi Kappa Catherine Crumbs was honored at the Pinellas
Phi Honor Society and forCounty Urban League’s 36th annual Equal
mer president of the NaOpportunity Day Gala in 2014. L-R, former
tional
Black
Nurses
Tampa Bay Buccaneer Derrick Brooks,
Association, St. Petersburg Catherine Crumbs, former PCUL president & CEO
Chapter. For her wealth of
James Simmons, and current PCUL president &
nursing excellence, she reCEO Watson Haynes
ceived numerous awards
and recognitions, both loMrs. Crumbs dedicated the best possible nurse
cally and nationally.
her life to delivering the they can be. Mrs. Crumbs'
She was listed in the highest standard of quality legacy will be remembered
Who’s Who Among Amer- and compassionate care to through the many lives she
ica’s Teachers, the Who’s her patients. She attributed touched; the students she
Who in American Nursing her successes to her firm assisted in becoming sucand the Who’s Who of conviction that nursing was cessful nurses and the inWomen Executives. She her God-given purpose.
spiration she provided
also served as a Professor
She devoted her life to while helping others furEmeritus at St. Petersburg helping people and teach- ther their education.
College.
ing her students how to be

Commission approves new Pinellas CARES programs for COVID-19 relief
Do you qualify?
• Job or income loss
directly related to the
COVID-19 pandemic
(i.e. your workplace
shut down under state
or local orders) Updated
requirement:
You must sign a form
attesting that your job
or income was impacted
directly
by
COVID-19.
• Asset limits Updated
requirement:
You must attest that
you have no more than
$10,000 in you cash,
checking and savings.
• Residency: You
must submit a copy or
photo showing both
Pinellas County and
U.S. residency (examples: driver’s license,
utility bill, birth certificate, passport).
PINELLAS COUNTY - After providing financial
relief to thousands of residents and small business
owners through current
Pinellas CARES programs,
the
Pinellas
County Board of County

Commissioners on Tuesday approved a new round
of funding to support an
even broader range of individuals and local businesses
affected
by
COVID-19.
The additional programs funded by $170 million from the federal
Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security
(CARES) Act will also
strengthen local public
health efforts to fight
coronavirus, including additional supplies, equipment and support for
community testing.
The new Pinellas
CARES programs will immediately broaden eligibility for individuals and
families who need help
with overdue rent, mortgage or utility bills. Anyone who has lost a job or
significant income due to
COVID-19 can now apply
for a maximum of $5,000
in assistance per household during the period
starting March 1, 2020.
To qualify, applicants
now only need to sign an

attestation form affirming
their loss of income was
directly related to COVID19 and provide documentation of their residency in
the county and United
States.
Those who did not previously qualify for the program or who already got
help but need more assistance can reapply by texting COVIDCARES to
898211.
The County also plans
to ramp up community
support for applicants to
help more people navigate
the process and expedite
approval of assistance.
Other approved Pinellas CARES programs
Please note: Details

about the below programs
and how to apply will be
shared in the coming
weeks as operations are
established to start accepting and processing applications.
New Small Business
Programs: A large portion of funding will be
committed to helping
more businesses that did
not qualify for the first
round of Small Business
Grants, such as daycare
providers, home-based
businesses, professional
artists and other business
types.
Nonprofit Services:
Support for nonprofits and
other organizations that
have seen a spike in serv-

ice needs during the pandemic, such as feeding
programs,
behavioral
health and legal assistance
to prevent evictions.
Pandemic
Response: Increased local
capacity for testing, contact tracing, skilled nursing, personal protective
equipment (PPE), community health educators,
and other public health
measures.
The County developed
the above programs based
on broad public input, including an online community conversation and a
survey that garnered
1,114 responses.
More Pinellas CARES
program information can
be found at cares.pinellas.gov. Program requirements have been updated
so more residents qualify
for help. Text COVIDCARES to 898211 to start
the process.
BCC extends State
of Local Emergency
With a continued high
volume of daily COVID-19
cases across the state and

problems while building relationships with patients.
After graduation, Dr.
Troupe found immediate
employment at Ferrell
Middle School in Tampa,
where she served for three
years as the school nurse.
She loved serving the children but realized that
something was missing.
She discovered that
many parents weren’t educated on their personal prescriptions. The fire burned
inside her to do more. But
what could she do? She
turned to her family.
“My family has been a
tremendous influence in
my growth and direction.
When I was unsure of the
exact path to travel, my
grandmother helped me to
see that pharmacy is a

good fit. I would not be to
this point without family
support,” said Dr. Troupe.
Following advice from
her grandmother, she
earned a Doctor of Pharmacy degree from Lake
Erie College of Osteopathic
Medicine. She took great
pride in her studies and
was inducted into the Rho
Chi Honor Society, honoring the top 20 percent of
graduates during her
fourth year of pharmacy
school.
Dr. Troupe will pursue
her postgraduate year one
residency at a local hospital, combining her love for
pediatrics and pharmacy
clinical practices.
She credits her success
and the balancing of life to
God, her mother Angelita,

in Pinellas County, the
BCC also voted Tuesday
to extend the County’s
State of Local Emergency
Declaration with no
changes through July 17.
The extension allows
County
Administrator
Barry A. Burton to authorize expenditures needed
to ensure public safety,
such as replenishing personal protection equipment supplies, and further
positions the County to
seek federal reimbursement of expenses.
Face coverings still
required in Pinellas
County
As approved at the
June 23 BCC meeting,
face coverings are required at most indoor public places in Pinellas
County. Face coverings
are increasingly shown to
limit the spread of the
virus from people whether
they have symptoms or
not.
Face covering distribution sites are listed at
covid19.pinellascounty.or
g/free-face-masks/.

The new Dr. Aquaiel Troupe
BY DEXTER L. MCCREE
Feature Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Playing with baby dolls and
Easy-Bake Ovens didn’t appeal to Aquaiel Troupe as a
little girl. Watching television, however, did garner
her attention, but cartons
weren’t on her watch list.
She would flip channels
until she landed on some
sort of medical drama.
With intense eyes, the
young Aquaiel watched as
the doctors performed
emergency procedures
and held out hope for the
patient’s family to receive
the good news that their
loved ones would make a
full recovery. Her love for
the medical field increased
through middle school

with a desire to help people
and families.
Dr. Troupe grew up in
St. Pete and graduated
summa cum laude from
the Center for Wellness
and Medical Professions at
The Boca Ciega High
School.
While in high school,
she took an anatomy class,
which helped narrow her
medical focus. In her junior
year, Dr. Troupe completed
requirements to become a
certified nursing assistant.
As a senior, she also attended Pinellas Technical
College, where she earned
a Licensed Practical Nurse
certification. Although she
enjoyed the experience, it
still was not enough to
quench her learning thirst.
“While learning the job,

my eyes were on the doctors handling the patients.
I listened to them educate
the people and knew that I
wanted to be the one educating families on their
medical track,” said Dr.
Troupe.
She earned a Bachelor
of Science degree in Health
Sciences from the University of South Florida, followed by a Master of
Pharmaceutical Sciences
from the University of
Florida.
Although Dr.
Troupe dreamed of being
one of those doctors in the
many medical dramas she
watched as a child, she
found pharmacology more
intriguing. She loved the
idea of incorporating chemistry, biology, and pharmacology to solve complex

Dr. Aquaiel Troupe,
Pharm. D.
grandmother Patricia Morgan and aunt Ayesha Garner. She is motivated by
Philippians 4:13, where it
says, “I can do all things
through
Christ
who
strengthens me.”
Congratulation,
Dr.
Aquaiel Troupe, Pharm. D.
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Riveting debut work explores grief and the celebration of life
BY JOYCE NANETTE
JOHNSON
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
When the end of life is
near, it takes a unique person to be able to provide
professionalism, compassion, and empathy to a
dying patient and their
families. Lisa Y. Washington has embraced that role
as her life’s mission.
Spending decades in
the healthcare field, she’s
worked for Suncoast Hos-

pice for 17 years has been
with Humana for five
years, currently as a community health educator
and care coach.
She obtained a bachelor’s degree in human development from Eckerd
College and a master’s degree in human service
counseling and life coach
from Liberty University.
Her years of experience of being a caregiver
for patients in their final
stages of life culminated in

her writing her first book,
“A Caregiver In The Last
Hours, My Heartfelt Stories On Death & Dying.”
Although the subject matter of death can be daunting, Washington feels that
the book can be a guide for
caregivers and a tribute to
the spirit of life.
“These are my personal experiences,” Washington
stated.
“I
fictionalized the names,
and I’m sharing my story
as the caregiver. I had patients from teenagers to
their late 80s, and I wanted
to summarize the relationships I had with them. My
clients would say I’m an
angel. I took that as an
honor, and it made me
humble.”
Washington said her
biggest challenge as a
caregiver was caring for
the young. After caring for
a teenage patient as if she
were her own child, she
felt that the experience
“deepened my spiritual
faith.”
She writes about connecting with a patient and
attending his funeral, and
how caring for a family
member is a different experience than with patients.
Washington’s love for
helping others caused her
to start her own company,
Simplifying Life Together,
LLC. She wanted to provide assistance as an “intuitive grief coach” to

grieving families.
For most people, grief
does not entirely leave
them; they are able to compartmentalize it, cherish
the memories and move
forward with their lives.
However, for others, they
are incapable of accepting
the loss and have become
stagnant, unable to envision a future.
“An intuitive grief
coach helps individuals
and families with hope,
motivation and direction to
take back control of their
lives,” Washington stated.
“They can’t get past the
grief and move forward;
they are stuck in the past
with underlying issues
from the loss.”
“Soul Coaching” is the
counseling program that
Washington developed.
There are three main sectors: Coaching/mentoring,
reaching client goals and
simplifying life’s mission
statement.
She offers sessions for
individuals or groups up to
10 people for the difficult
challenges that many may
encounter during this emotional rollercoaster.
“The client must be
open to communication
and ready to move forward,” Washington explained. “They need to tell
me how they want to resolve the issue.”
There are also sensory
activities such as going outside to touch, see and listen.

For the coaching/mentoring segment, role reversal is incorporated, but
Washington stated that
most importantly, it’s to get
them to figure out what
their purpose is in life and
how to get them to walk
into that purpose.
“I want them to discover their best self mentally,
physically
and
spirituality,” she said.
“They can tap into who
they are and what they
want as a person.”
COVID-19 has also
added another somber ingredient to the grief
process. As I wrote Washington’s story, I couldn’t
help but reflect on my
grief. My beloved Aunt
Daisy Vaughn, who I had
shared an unshakeable
bond that went beyond
aunt and niece, passed recently due to a nonCOVID-19 illness.
Like thousands of funerals being held across
the country, only 10 people
were allowed for private
viewing. The only solace
for me and my daughter
here in St. Pete was to visit
my mom’s graveside, her
sister, at the same time as
the service in Georgia, solitary and desolate in tribute.
It is that non-goodbye
or lack of closure that still
haunts me and others
today. There is also the national grieving of witnessing raw, brutal footage of

Author Lisa Y.
Washington
blacks being killed before
our eyes.
Washington advises
that there are hospices and
counselors that can help
with the grieving process.
There is information on
housing, medical, respite,
counseling, and other references to help families as
they go through this difficult time.
“There are counselors
and resources out there to
help,” she concluded. “To
dispel the myth of doom,
we need to start talking
about death and dying
now.”
To purchase her book
or for consultations, visit
simplifyinlife.com or lisaywashington.com
Lisa Y. Washington and
husband Derrell have been
married 22 years and have
three adult sons Dale Robinson, Donivan Boykins and
Derrell Robinson Jr.

Business Spotlight: Holistic Coaching Services offers ‘boutique’
approach to clinical support, housing
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Jannet Harp and Christopher Keaton run Holistic
Coaching and Firmly Established, Inc. in St. Pete,
offering a variety of supportive services to families
and those in recovery.
“I call it a boutique of social services,” said Harp.
“We fill gaps,” she explained, noting that the different
services
they
provide work together to
help the “whole” individual.
Holistic Coaching Services provides family, group,
and individual counseling
as well as determinations
for disability and “focused
options for therapeutic interventions.” Professional

business coaching and transitional housing round out
the menu of support options for clients.
Their nonprofit arm,
Firmly Established, Inc., is
a 501(c)3 that offers youth
and families financial support, low-cost or free case
management and counseling and youth entrepreneurship programs.
Harp, formerly a social
worker at a methadone
clinic in New Jersey, laughs
that she landed in St. Pete
after leaving Newark 12
years ago, trying to “run
from gentrification.” Once
in Florida, she returned to
school to get a master’s degree in social work from
the University of South
Florida and an MBA from
Everest University.

Harp noted that she,
like many who go into social work, go in it to
“change the world” only to
find themselves working at
agencies with systems that
force practitioners and
clients into cookie-cutter
treatment practices. But
her experience in the field
clarified she would need to
create a new model for herself and the clients she
wanted to help.
“I found myself in a position where a lot of
younger people who are
graduating find themselves;
you’re like, okay, I have this
degree, and have all of this
accumulated debt from this
— now let me get out and
go do what I envisioned..
And then, you can’t.”
Noting the time frames

Jannet Harp, Christopher Keaton, and youth from
Firmly Established, Inc. were featured on Channel 44.
placed on social workers
to help clients, and stipulations from agencies and
Medicaid, she found that
clients were often funneled to a variety of different agencies for their
variety of issues – such as
being medication noncompliant. Harp said this
made it difficult to really
offer clients the wraparound services they
needed.
“You’re limited to the
way [the agency and or
Medicaid] want you to do
it. You have all this red
tape. It just became a revolving door — people
coming in, coming out. Really not helping them per
se.”
She formed Holistic
Services with her husband, Chris Keaton, a life
coach and Transitional
Housing Services director.
The organization also has
a board-certified psychiatrist, two licensed social
workers, an on-call nurse,
and accepts self-pay and
insurance options.
Their
professional
business coaching includes helping business
owners streamline their
business plans, find capital, attain affordable marketing,
and
create

websites.
Offering transitional
housing – a “sober house”
— that has a structured
environment for those in
recovery has allowed
them to fund the Firmly
Established nonprofit for
youth and families.
“We continuously seek
funding, collaboration and
sponsorship for our youth
seminars,” said Harp. “Volunteers with fundraising
experience and a desire to
help people would be of
great assistance to our
cause at this time.”
You can join Holistic
Coaching/Firmly Established on July 21 at 7:30
p.m. for “Drag Bingo” at
Punky’s Bar and Grill,
3063 Central Ave., for an
awesome time with hostess Georgia Moore. Call to
reserve your table at 727201-4712. Reservations
and a mask are required.
For more information
on the Holistic Coaching
team’s services, call 727678-1751, or visit Holistic
Coaching at www.holisticcoaching.info/
and
Firmly Established at
holisticlifecoach2.wixsite
.com/firmlyestinc.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com
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TRAMA TRAPS
by Dr. Brittany Peters,
LCSW, MCAP, QS

The psychological benefits of proclaiming Black Lives Matter
It was in 1968 that
James Brown dropped
the hit record, “Say It
Loud, I’m Black and I’m
Proud.”
Some people say we
got a lot of malice, some
say it’s a lotta nerve
But I say we won’t quit
movin’ until we get what
we deserve
Say it loud, I’m Black
and I’m proud
The 60s remind me of
Black pride, artistic expression and embracing
black culture.
In the mental health
field, we often discuss
the benefits of positive
thinking, affirming positive statements about
oneself and the benefits
of engaging in these
practices
daily.
Researchers have found

that those who engage in
the use of positive affirming statements develop a
healthy sense of selfworth.
The theory of self-affirmation made popular
in the 1980s by Claude
Steele explains that individuals work to maintain
their integrity and the
image of themselves as
inherently good. This
theory further examines
how people seek to maintain their integrity when
they believe their perception of self is being
threatened.
Therefore, while the
1960s brought us the
“I’m Black and I’m
proud,”
affirmation,
within the last decade,
we’ve been offered yet
another positive affirm-

ing statement: “Black
Lives Matter.”
Many Black and
Brown children struggle
to reconcile being taught
at home that they have
value within a society, yet
their life experience proclaims to them they are
second-class citizens.
Affirming Black Lives
Matter combats the
thought that justice will
never be served, after
learning that a Black
child was murdered on
his way home – Trayvon
Martin.
It combats the feelings of inadequacy that
come with conquering
Harvard, only to be reduced to a stereotype
while bird watching –
Christian Cooper.
It
combats
the

thought that I am not
enough, as we are constantly bombarded with
European imagery of
what is beautiful and trying to conform to be accepted and to appear as
non-threatening as possible. It combats the pain
felt from watching a Black
man use his last breath to
say, “I can’t breathe” and
cry out for his mother –
George Floyd.
Thus, as a mental
health clinician, I know
all too well how empowered those people taking
to the streets to proclaim
Black Lives Matter feel. I
offer an alternative view
to those who may not understand or for those who
respond to the phrase
“Black Lives Matter” with
“All Lives Matter.”

Yes, all lives do matter. Clinically speaking,
for those who have experienced the trauma associated with being Black
in America, proclaiming
“Black Lives Matter” is
not to say all lives do not
matter.
Proclaiming
Black Lives Matter is empowering and fostering
resilience.
Proclaiming “Black
Lives Matter” is an attempt to protect our collective sense of self.
Because the perception
of what it means to be
Black in America is being
threatened.
Dr. Brittany Peters
has over 13 years of experience in community mental health as a clinician,
advocate, consultant, and
clinical director. As a li-

censed clinical social
worker, certified in addictions, and a qualified supervisor, Dr. Brittany
devotes much of her time
to improving clinical services in the community
through the training and
development of counselors
and other professionals.
She owns and operates
a private practice, Center
for Wellness & Clinical
Development and teaches
collegiate courses for two
major universities.
Continuing her belief
in civic engagement, she
volunteers her time with
the Urban League Young
Professionals, The Well for
Life, League of Women
Voters, and the Tampa
Bay Unit of the National
Association of Social
workers.

CONNECT WITH US!
The state of Black and Hispanic student academic performance
in Pinellas – the COQEBS view
BY DR. RICARDO A.
DAVIS
President, COQEBS

PINELLAS COUNTY –
The primary issue with social justice and public education (not unique to
Pinellas) is the achievement gap. This phenomenon has existed for as long
as we have been evaluating
public schools (Brown v
Board, 1954). And, the disparity is between Black
and Hispanic compared to
white students.
In Pinellas, there have
been two lawsuits attempting to address the issue.
First (Bradley) from the
NAACP Legal Defense in
1964 and settled in 1971
(Bradley), and then the
Concerned Organization
for Quality Education for
Black Students (COQEBS) in 2000 and settled
in 2010, granting COQEBS
plaintiff status, and charging COQEBS with monitoring Pinellas School

System’s implementation
of the court Settlement
Agreement (Crowley).
On Crowley, we sent a
notice to the district in 2015,
declaring that little or no
progress was being made
by Pinellas to close the
achievement gap, and
therefore, we may need to
return to court. The district
response was to enter into
mediation, which resulted
in a revision of the 2010 Settlement Agreement. It now
requires the district to
demonstrate progress in
closing the achievement
gap in 10 years or less,
known as the Bridging the
Gap Plan (BTG).
The revised Settlement
Agreement also requires
the district to report outcomes quarterly and annually to COQEBS and the
community in six specific
areas: graduation rates,
student achievement, advanced coursework, student discipline, ESE
identification and minority

hiring (in the classroom).
In recent years, although we have not eliminated the achievement
gap, some numbers are
trending in the right direction; not all, and therein
lies a more transparent picture of how Black and Hispanic students are doing in
the Pinellas County School
system.
For example, although
the district’s reports show
more Black and Hispanic
students in advanced
coursework, it is silent on
proficiency in the coursework. Graduation rates
have been reported as “the
highest in the district’s history,” but inside those
rates is the increased reliance on the ACT and SAT
scores as part of “concordance scores” to achieve
graduation.
While this is not unique
to Pinellas County, it does
skew the value of a graduation diploma using these
alternate methods. There

is currently no available
data on the future of these
students leaving the system through the ACT and
SAT.
We know that Black
and Hispanic students’ performance on average on
these other assessment
tools is so low that they are
unlikely to meet the average University of South
Florida freshman entrance
requirements. In 2017, a
study was conducted to determine whether the SAT
and ACT may be administered in place of the 10th
grade standardized ELA
assessment and the Algebra 1 end-of-course assessment for high school
students.
The report concluded
that the SAT and ACT
would need significant
changes to achieve comparability with the ELA and
Algebra 1 assessments.
However, the state did formally change to the
Florida state standards, as-

sessment, and accountability system by accepting the
ACT and SAT performance in Florida high
schools and eliminating
the ninth grade FSA-ELA
Reading test.
There is also no mention of student discipline
suspen(out-of-school
sions). Although all out-ofschool suspensions have
been trending downwards
(which can be achieved by
less out-of-school disciplinary actions), there is little
or no progress on the disparity between Blacks and
Hispanics versus the majority student population.
So, silence on this and
other issues inside the Superintendent’s report is not
transparency. We must be
honest and tell the good
the bad and the ugly.
Therefore, the state of
Black and Hispanic students’ academic achievement in Pinellas County is
nuanced and should not be
told by merely declaring

improving
on
insist
African American graduation rates with standard
diplomas, certifying reading and math proficiency.
Voters need a board member who understands Superintendent Mike Grego
works for the board.
An advocate will insist
on equity, improved elementary reading and
math scores, the elimination of racial disparities in
discipline and arrests and
district innovations to facilitate effective teaching
and learning. An advocate will understand winning the seat is not about
resume building or securing a paying job with benefits, but rather winning is
an opportunity for hard
conserving
work,
stituents and ensuring all
children in Pinellas are
prepared to compete and
function as productive citizens.
Service is an admirable calling, and those
called to serve must never

forget who they serve and
the true purpose of the
higher calling. I am hopeful the candidates for District 7 will seek the seat
with the heart and commitment to make a difference in the lives of our
children and, ultimately,
society and the world.
We so desperately
need an independent, inhardworking,
formed,
warrior.
courageous
Service is about self-sacrifice for others. No longer
can we afford self-serving
civil servants who show
little regard for the cause
or the people.
I appeal to all candidates for the District 7
seat to search your hearts
and assess your energy
levels, your dedication to
the cause and willingness
to make a commitment to
calling out and fighting
the institutional and systemic racist biases, policies and practices that
continue to impede our
scholars’ attainment of

quality education.
I am reminded we
were able to rise and
excel during segregation
and Jim Crow but are failing at a time when techand
access
nology,
opportunity are arguably
greater than before. Perhaps it is time to reclaim
those old values (education, faith, and hard work)
that brought us over. The
journey for freedom continues, but too many believe we have arrived.
A true advocate will
fight the established
power and empower our
parents to actively participate in their children’s education. A true advocate
will move to reform the
current school board
meeting policy that prohibits meaningful citizen
participation by not allowing interested attendees
to speak to an issue until
the board has already deliberated and voted.
We can no longer
abide a board member

Dr. Ricardo A. Davis,
President, COQEBS
that more Black and Hispanic students are graduating, or in advanced
courses.
In light of COVID-19,
the move to a digital platform in the school system,
and the increased racial
justice awareness across
the country, the real question is how will Pinellas
County School System’s
plan address students with
the greatest need, and the
historically underserved
communities in education?

Placeholder or advocate
GOLIATH J. DAVIS, III,
PH.D.
Contributor

PINELLAS COUNTY
– Voters will soon cast
their ballots for candidates seeking the Pinellas
County District 7 school
board seat. Given the
true state of affairs with
the
and
education
achievement gap in Pinellas County, a true advoanother
not
cate,
placeholder, is desperately needed.
Black children continue to perform poorly
and are suspended and arrested at alarming rates.
The district boasts about
graduation rates and enrollment in Advanced
Placement classes but
neglects to inform parents
about low student proficiency in reading and
math, and AP class failure
rates. The Pinellas Way
isn’t working.
One of the candidates
in the race will ultimately

win. Will the victor be a
placeholder, enamored
with the position, eager
for photo opportunities,
content to carry the district line, and either afraid
or too poorly informed to
challenge the status quo?
Or, will the victor be
an advocate? One who
will stand and ensure
mothers, fathers, and
grandparents understand
their loved ones graduating with concordance
diplomas may very well
lack the ability to proficiently read and handle
math, making meaningful
employment and college
entrance difficult to attain.
Some in the district
has actively recruited candidates for the race under
the guise, “we need someone we can work with.” In
short, they need a placeholder.
Voters, on the other
hand, need an advocate
for improvement and
change. Voters need a
board member who will

Goliath J. Davis, III
who, for their own personal gains, deceives our
community with lies and
about
misinformation
graduation rates, proficiency, reading scores
and readiness.
So, candidates for the
District 7 school board
seat, if victorious, will you
be a placeholder or an advocate? Do you have the
right stuff — courage,
commitment to your constituents, willingness to
do the hard work, and
willingness to call out a
bull’s excrement?
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LWVSPA launched a multi-part campaign to
help citizens get ready to vote by mail
ST. PETERSBURG –
The League of Women
Voters of St. Petersburg
Area (LWVSPA) had to
stop doing in-person voter
registration and education
events in mid-March; their
last outing was helping
clients at Daystar Life Center on March 11.
But that has not
stopped the 100-year-old
organization, which is allvolunteer and nonpartisan,
from getting the word out
in the community about
the importance of voting
by mail this year.
Using publicly available data from the Pinellas
County Supervisor of Elections and working closely
with community partners,
LWVSPA developed a
multi-part campaign with
messaging that urges residents to think about voting by mail as “Your Voting
Back-Up Plan.”
“That means that come
Election Day, voters won’t
have to choose their
health over their voting
rights if COVID-19 is still
raging,” said LWVSPA
president Linsey Grove.
“And they won’t have to
worry about waiting on
long lines in potentially
hot, stormy weather because of a reduction in
polling sites, as we saw recently in Georgia.”
The voter turnout data
and partner conversations
also led to the decision by
Grove and leaders of the

Voter Services team to
focus the campaign on low
turnout precincts, particularly on the south side;
speaking to female voters
who like the tradition of
voting in person as a way
of engaging with their families and neighbors at their
polling place.
It explains that by having their ballots in-hand
weeks before the election,
voters can fill them out
early and either mail them
or return them to any of
the 20 plus early voting
sites the Supervisor of
Elections plans to have
available.
“But,” Grove added, “if
COVID is under control
and a citizen prefers to go
to her polling place in person, she can bring along
her mail-in ballot, turn it in
and get an in-person ballot
instead.”
The first phase of the
project has included blanketing the community
with printed vote-by-mail
information flyers that provide how to request a ballot, key dates by which to
make that request and return a ballot. Also, FAQs
about why voting by mail
in Pinellas County is an extraordinarily safe and effective way to make sure
your voice is heard and reminders to sign your ballot.
Those have been provided by the thousands to
organizations
and

churches such as The
Well, CDAT, Positive Impact Church, PTC, Black
Nurses Rock, Mt. Zion
Progressive,
National
Council of Negro Women
and Urban League Young
Professionals, all of whom
have placed the flyers in
grocery or care boxes
going to families in need,
health care workers and
blood bank participants.
Additionally, Bartlett
Park, Campbell Park,
Childs Park, and 13th St.
Heights Neighborhood
Associations distributed
them in their communities. Digital PDFs of the
flyers went out to Deuces
Live, Midtown Rotary and
NCNW to share with their
networks.
The second phase of
the project was a recently
completed peer-to-peer
text messaging campaign.
It reached more than 8,000
registered female voters in
low
voter
turnout
precincts, urging them to
request their vote-by-mail
ballots now, rather than
waiting until closer to the
Aug. 18 primary.
It will be implemented
again as the Aug. 18 primary nears and revived
for the general election.
Likewise, a 2,000-person
postcard campaign, which
will launch next week, was
created in partnership
with NCNW and Mt. Zion
Progressive to focus on
the same demographic
group within precincts 117
and 119, which have
among the lowest turnout.
Grove said while data
shows that women in
these precincts vote at
higher rates than men,
“there was agreement in
many of our discussions
with community partners
that women are the decision-makers and influencers in their families
and communities primarily in areas like voting.”

There is also a full
package of social media
messaging and imaging —
for which LWVSPA hopes
to photograph community
members voting at home
with their families — that
will roll out regularly between now and the Nov. 3
General Election.
But the icing on the
cake of the LWVSPA campaign involves spreading
the vote by mail message
by art. With permission
from the City of St. Petersburg, a process facilitated
by Supervisor of Parks
and Programs Richard
Craft with approval of 13th
St. Heights NA and support from others in the
community.
This three-month collaboration with up-andcoming talent from the
south side, Jabari ReedDiop (AKA iBoms), and
well-known St. Pete mural
artist Derek Donnelly produced a Vote By Mail
mural on the large west
wall of Enoch Davis Community Center.
It was just finished last
Friday and was the subject
of a Bay News 9 piece over
the weekend. It has also
enjoyed a broad array of
support online since its
launch.
“We loved the idea of
doing something bold,
bright, and with a younger
vibe to get out the vote-bymail story,” said Grove.
“And Derek and Jabari
were our dream team.”
There will be a community
drive-through
event, following all city
safety protocols, to celebrate the work on July 11
in the Enoch Davis parking lot. It will include free
boxed lunches to-go, “ballots” for kids to fill out, voting info for those 18 and
older, and, of course, voting stickers. Residents can
also go the LWVSPA.org
and their Facebook and In-

Jabari Reed-Diop (AKA iBoms) and
well-known St. Pete mural artist Derek Donnelly
produced a Vote By Mail mural on the large
west wall of Enoch Davis Community Center.

Jabari Reed-Diop (AKA iBoms)
and Derek DonnellyDonnelly
stagram pages to see imPro bono attorneys will
ages of the mural.
be available for those who
Meanwhile, in-person are not able to register bevoter registration is slow cause of sentencing isto return. Voter registra- sues. Free masks are
tion volunteers have done available for those without,
three in-person events as are hand-sanitizer refills
with strict safety protocols, to those who bring their
including at the St. Pete own bottles.
Peace Protest, at Daystar
“We are going to take a
Life Center and at the look at COVID numbers
Juneteenth celebration in after this weekend to see if
Williams Park.
we will continue doing
LWVSPA and Commu- events,” stated Grove,
nity Law Program are also USFSP faculty at the USF
hosting a voter registra- College of Public Health.
tion event specifically for “If they keep spiking we
Returning Citizens this may rethink being out. We
Sunday, June 28, from 12-3 want our volunteers and
p.m. at the parking lot of the public to be healthy
Rock of Jesus MB Church, and safe.”
3940 18th Ave. S.

MASK UP! ST. PETE distributes 2000 masks during first campaign event
MASK, from front page

thought the sweat was
well worth it! My favorite
scene was passing one
site, Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church, seeing an
unmasked passenger in a
taxicab ask the driver to
pull over, and they both
received masks.”
She added that the
MASK UP! ST. PETE initiative is simply supporting the work that many
other organizations have
been doing distributing
masks over the last several weeks and months.
She expressed that it

is vital to “lend our support in this critical time
when our communities
where
our
families,
friends, and colleagues
are, exist in the red zone.”
The “red zone” is the
term used to identify the
communities with more
than 25 new cases per
100,000 in a county.
Danielle Allen, a professor and director of the Edmond J. Safra Center for
Ethics at Harvard University, helped develop the
color codes to determine
the rate of acceleration of

the disease within communities.
The color coded system and accompanying research have been shared
online at https://globalepidemics.org/key-metricsfor-covid-suppression/.
This week, more than 200
U.S. counties are in the
red zone, equaling more
than 36 million people.
“When you get into
that orange and red zone,
it means, in all likelihood,
you’re seeing a lot of velocity, a kind of fast upward
trend,”
Allen

explained. A county with
less than one daily new
case per 100,000 is green;
between one and nine
cases are coded yellow,
and between 10 and 24 is
in the orange zone.
According to the most
recent Florida statistics,
COVID-19 is skyrocketing in Pinellas County and
is being largely felt in
communities of Black
people. Numbers indicate
that African Americans
are contracting COVID-19
at rates four times higher
than whites. South St. Pe-

tersburg, which is home
to the largest population
of Black residents in the
county, holds the highest
amount of COVID-19
cases in the county.
As of July 9, according
to Florida’s COVID-19
Data and Surveillance
Dashboard, five St. Pete
zip codes are in the red
zone: 33710 (346 cases);
33705 (615 cases); 33711
(365); 33712 (489) cases;
33713 (349).
“Our goal is to continue the campaign with
the same level of excel-

lence and enthusiasm,”
stated Jenkins-Hall.
For more information
and upcoming distribution dates, contact Imam
Askia Muhammad Aquil
at askia.aquil@gmail.com
or Rev. Dr. Katurah Jenkins-Hall
at
docjenkhall@gmail.com.
Volunteers are needed
as zip code distribution expands, please register at
Maskupvolunteers2.event
brite.com.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com
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Meet School Board District 7 candidates
ST. PETERSBURG –
Meet some of the candidates running for Pinellas
School Board, District 7.
Former City Council
member Karl Nurse is
also a candidate in this
race. The seat is being vacated by Rene Flowers,
who is running for the
Pinellas County Commission. District 7 encompasses most of south St.
Petersburg. Aug. 18 is the
Primary Election.
Caprice Edmond
Caprice Edmond is a
transformational leader
who earned master’s degrees in educational leadership and elementary
education, with a certification in infant family mental health and a bachelor’s
degree in psychology.
Her life’s work has
been dedicated to children and education, providing childcare and
respite for children with
special needs. She’s volunteered as a Guardian ad
Litem for more than nine
years, advocating for children in court, schools and
in their foster home.
Edmond has worked
with youth in foster care
as a caregiver, providing
life skills training and supervisory positions in various
organizations,
including PARC, Salvation
Army, Family Resources
and Camelot Community
Care. She is currently a
science
coach/
lab

teacher
for
Pinellas
County Schools.
Edmond is involved
with her community, serving as the Grants and Patrons Chair of Pinellas
County Council Parent
Teacher Association. She
serves on the Pinellas
Complete Count Committee as the Education,
Youth and Age-Friendly
Liaison. She is a board
member of Friends of
Boyd Hill and other organizations.
She is a member of the
Pinellas
Classroom
Teachers Association, volunteering on the Government
Relations
Committee,
Pinellas
Florida Young Remarkable Educators and Appraisal
Advisory
Committee. Edmond is
also on the Governance
Board, Goals and Budget
Committee and is the
Teacher Program Policy
Chair for Florida Education Association.
By leading and supporting many efforts, she
serves to inform and improve our educational system, our community
leading as well as being
the point of contact, connecting organizations with
similar interests together.
Her diverse experience working with children,
educators,
community organizations,
and being a parent of children attending Pinellas

County Schools allows
her a wide perspective of
knowledge. She knows
our educational system
can improve and has and
will work on efforts to
support education.
With your vote, someone who strongly believes
in equity, early education,
transformative family and
community engagement,
hiring and keeping the
best staff and educators,
we can change the outcomes for our children,
our community and our
future.
For additional information, visit www.edmondforeducation.com.
Corey Givens Jr.
Corey Givens Jr. is active in numerous community
groups
and
organizations including
the Pinellas County Job
Corps Center, the Concerned Organization for
the Quality Education of
Black Students (COQEBS.), the League of
Women Voters, Lakewood
Elementary where he
serves on the PTA and as
a mentor, the St. Petersburg NAACP, Parent Support
for
Education
Council, the National Education Association, the
Lakewood Terrace Neighborhood Association, the
Lincoln Cemetery Society
and his church.
“From faith and family,
I’ve learned the importance of service to all,”

Caprice Edmond

Corey Givens Jr.

Dr. Sharon Jackson

Givens said. “I’m ready to
take my service to the
next level. Our schools
face many challenges during these uncertain times,
but I know when we work
together, we’ll solve them
together. That’s what I’ve
been doing in my community, and that’s what I’ll
continue to do on the
school board.”
This is Givens’ third
run for office. In 2012, he
ran unsuccessfully for
Pinellas County School
board and again in 2017
for the St. Petersburg City
Council. Both campaigns
were marred when it was
revealed that Givens embellished his education
and accidentally deposited a campaign contribution into his personal
bank account.
“I’ve made some misguided mistakes, and I
take full responsibility for
them,” Givens said of the
incidents. “I grew from

my faults and got even
more involved in my community. We all make mistakes, and we shouldn’t
let those mistakes define
who we are. I apologized
to those who put their
faith in me, and I’ve
worked tirelessly to successfully rebuild that trust
with my supporters and
the community.”
Givens is a fourth-generation St. Petersburg native and a product of
Pinellas County’s public
schools. If elected, he
would be the youngest
school board member in
Pinellas County’s history.
For more information
about Corey and his candidacy, visit www.CoreyGivens.com.
Dr. Sharon Jackson
A 30 plus year educator in the Pinellas County
School District and on the
collegiate
level,
Dr.
Sharon Jackson has entered the race to serve on

the school board representing District 7.
“While COVID-19 has
severely restricted the activities my team and I can
put forth, I felt it incumbent of me to publicly announce my candidacy for
the open Pinellas County
School Board race,”
stated Jackson.
She has a long history
with the district serving in
the elementary, middle,
and high school levels as
a teacher. Also, Jackson
served as a counselor and
later as a principal at Gulfport Elementary School.
“I believe that all children can learn given the
right tools, a little patience, and a lot of support.
Focusing
on
scholarly excellence, equity in classroom instruction and staffing, and
introducing engaging curriculum will assure that
we reach the goal of 100
percent student success.

Experts In Life-Changing Care
By LaShante Keys, Empath Health Community Outreach Specialist

Finding the facts on HIV
ST. PETERSBURG –
Within our community,
HIV and sexually transmitted infections (STIs) continue to be areas of
concern for public health.
According to the
Florida Department of
Health, the state continues
to report some of the
country’s highest rates of
new infections, with Pinellas County servings as a
major center of new cases.
Of these new cases, the
African-American community is particularly affected.
“Here in Florida, 1 in 7
African American individuals will contract HIV,” explained Keayea Allen,
prevention and outreach
coordinator for EPIC (Empath Partners in Care), a
member of Empath
Health. “Having the opportunity to educate on
prevention and treatment
can really help reduce the

fear, stigma and miseducation around this disease.”
As a resource to both
patients and staff, Allen is
on the front lines of community education and testing. Here are some
common misconceptions
she has heard in the community and the facts behind them:
Misconception: Condoms don’t prevent HIV.
Truth: When used correctly, condoms are actually one of the best ways to
prevent HIV transmission,
aside from abstinence.
Condoms are also key in
preventing STIs. New
cases of HIV are slowly rising; STIs are increasing at
an alarming rate.
“One of the main problems I see is a lot of the
African American community, and the Caribbean
community, don’t prefer to
use condoms,” explained
Allen. “And this is a part of

why the number of STI
cases is skyrocketing.”
While STIs are treatable, they can open the
door for opportunistic infections such as HIV.
Misconception: If I
test positive for HIV, I
won’t be able to afford
treatment.
Truth: The fear of the
cost of care often keeps
people from getting tested.
However, EPIC’s medical
case management and outreach teams can connect
clients with programs to
help cover medication and
other programs for fresh
food, non-perishables and
personal items and housing assistance.
Misconception: HIV
will show on a test the day
after sexual activity.
Truth: On average, it
takes 21 days for HIV to
appear on a test. For some
people, it can take as long
as three months. Testing

frequency depends on
each person’s lifestyle.
Someone with multiple
partners should be tested
every three months, while
someone with one partner
and no condom usage
should be tested every six
months.
Misconception: Because of COVID-19, testing
isn’t available.
Truth: EPIC is continuing to offer screenings for
HIV and STIs, with no appointment needed. We
offer rapid testing for HIV,
which offers 99 percent accurate results in one
minute. The entire process
takes under ten minutes
and is always confidential.
As a precaution for
COVID, upon arrival, all individuals will answer
screening questions, have
their temperature checked
and will need to wear a
mask before they can be
tested.

Keayea Lee, Prevention and Outreach
Coordinator for EPIC (Empath Partners in Care)
Misconception: HIV
is not treatable.
Truth: Medication is
available to treat HIV, as
well as to lower the
chances of getting infected. With regular medication use, an HIV positive
person can have an undetectable status and become
unable to transmit it.

“HIV is a disease that
can now be treated. As
long as you work with
your doctor and stay on
your medication, it is possible to live a long life,”
said Allen. “We have individuals that were diagnosed young living to be
in their 70s and 80s.”
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Let’s bring back the Sacred Stones
Dear Editor:
The Sacred Stones Memorial, as I refer to it,
popped up overnight on the
west side of Crescent Lake,
where I walk a lot. Hundreds of stones sat at the
base of a tree painted with
names of people whose lives
were taken too soon, too violently, too senselessly.
“Take a name,” the stones
read, “Learn their story.”
One stone headlined
“Black Lives Matter,” said:
“Some of us led less than
perfect lives, but we were all
the beloved family members, friends, and fellow
human beings of our communities taken needlessly
by the force of police of vigilante violence. Please remember us. Say our names.
Learn our stories. Understand what happened to us.
Keep our friends and families safe. Our black lives
mattered. Black Lives Mat-

ter. We Mattered.”
The stones are all similar. The flat side is painted
dark blue, the rim white and
underside untouched. They
are inscribed with names of
Black and Brown people
from around the country
who have been brutally
murdered by police. The
manner of death is eerie:
chokeholds, shot while
asleep, shot in the dark, shot
in the back, mistaken identity, mental patients held
down in their own vomit.
The names, handpainted in yellow on the
stones, look different, denoting several artists. They
have thus far retained their
anonymity. I wish I knew the
artists because I would like
to thank them for this touching installation of Sacred
Stones, this memorial.
The stones are a roll call
to honor. Here are a few:
Miriam Carey, 34 - den-

tal hygienist killed by Secret
Service & U.S. Capitol Police after U-turn
Javier Ambler, 40 - shot
by Austin, Texas, police
after traffic stop
David Joseph, 17 - unarmed shot by Austin,
Texas, police within seconds
after encountering him
Michael Lee Marshall,
50 - died in Denver jail from
injuries received in custody
by sheriff’s deputies
John Crawford III, 22 shot while shopping for a
BB gun at a Beavercreek,
Ohio, Walmart
Amadou Diallo, 23 - unarmed Guinean immigrant
shot by 4 NYPD officers; 19
of 41 shots hit him
Laquan McDonald, 17 shot by Chicago PD for erratic walking
I have stopped several
people on the street insisting they wander over to
view the memorial. I won’t
let them go until they have
heard me out.
On another stone are
the lyrics from Marvin
Gaye’s song What’s Go On:
Mother, mother
There’s too many of you
crying
Brother, brother, brother
There’s far too many of
you dying
Within a couple of
weeks, most of the stones
disappeared. Where’d they
go? Did friends remove
them? Family members?
Did the artists mean for
passers-by to take a stone?
Or for the viewer to remember the name on a stone to
look up the decedent’s story

later?
I don’t know, but their
creation memorializes our
fellow citizens who needlessly lost their lives in this
long saga of American
racism.
I saw it with a friend who
cries when she thinks of it. I
don’t know who else saw it.
I hope they were as moved
as I was. I am very grateful
that I saw it in its fullness at
the time it was created. I
thought it was a wonderful

yet fragile tribute - like life.
Black lives are fragile.
I would like to see a permanent memorial to replace
this transitory one. I would
like the Sacred Stones to be
a lasting memorial. Will
community leaders find the
original artists and create a
more permanent memorial
to honor those murdered by
police?
Have white people studied the books and heard the
message amplifying Black

and Brown voices? “White
Fragility.” “How to be an Antiracist.” “Stamped from the
Beginning.” There are
scores of them. There are
interviews and TED talks
and Zoom programs to enlighten all of us white privileged.
The St. Pete artists enlighten us too.
Let’s bring back the Sacred Stones.
Llani O’Connor
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First Baptist Institutional Church

Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

BETHEL COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.

SERVICES
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Sunday Worship Service: 10:00 a.m.
Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Rev. Dr. Manuel L. Sykes

Mid-Week Worship: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Welcome – Bienvenidos
ST. AUGUSTINE’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Joyful Spirit, Joyful Jazz
The Rev. Josie Rose,
Priest-in-Charge

2920 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg 33712
727-867-6774
StAugustine@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Communion and Worship Service 9:00 a.m.
Communion and Healing Service 11:00 a.m. Tuesdays
First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Victory Christian Center Church

Donn & Jean
Freshler

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Contact:
www.TheWeeklyChallenger.com

20th Street
Church Of Christ

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org
Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

YOUR CHURCH AD
COULD BE HERE!

Bro. Robert Smith

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.
............7:00 p.m.

INSPIRATIONS
BY DIERDRE DOWNING-JACKSON

It is Good to Remember
Dear LORD, I want to remember to be an instrument used by YOU. I repent of my sins in JESUS
name. Thank you for your precious grace and mercy
in my life. It is good to remember to “Let the words
of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable in thy sight O LORD, YOU are my strength
and my redeemer.”
It is good to remember to watch and pray, as the
Holy Spirit leads, guides, directs and protects you.
It is good to remember to honor your father and
mother in the LORD, so that your days may be long.
It is good to remember that we are clay and that
GOD is our potter. It is good to remember to trust
HIM to mold and make us after HIS will. It is good to
remember that what comes out of our mouths and
our hearts manifest on this earth. It is good to remember that one should treat another as they also
want to be treated. It is good to remember to be kind
to everyone. It is good to remember to forgive and to
be forgiven. It is good to remember to share your joy
and your sorrows with the LORD. It is good to re-

member to rest in GOD’s blessed assurance. It is
good to remember to be an instrument used by
GOD to spread the good news of HIS Son JESUS
CHRIST. It is good to remember to pray without
ceasing. It is good to be humble. It is good to remember to be grateful for the good and the bad. It is
good to remember to make peace with those who
have hurt you and those whom you have hurt. It is
good to remember to rejoice in the LORD every day.
It is good to remember to be giving and to let go
of the past. It is good to trust in GOD always, no matter what task you may face. It is good to remember
to repent and to let go of hurt. It is good to remember to help others and not just yourself. It is good to
remember to be an instrument that your GOD can
trust and to teach others the way of unconditional
love. It is good to remember to be corrected and to
speak the truth in love. It is good to remember not to
harbor anger and wrath; that is for GOD up above. It
is good to remember to be strengthened by GOD’s
Holy Word. It is good to remember to be like JESUS,

the Heavenly Father’s greatest instrument. It is good
to remember the love JESUS shared, and to demonstrate HIS goodness in everything and everywhere.
It is good to remember the truth will set you free. It
is good to remember to worship the LORD in spirit
and in truth. It is good to remember to praise GOD’s
Holy name forever and the privilege it is to serve
only HIM.
Let my life always reflect YOUR Will and YOUR
Way LORD JESUS and to always be grateful for
blessing my life with this journey for YOU. It is good
to remember to stand, to pray and to walk by faith.
In JESUS name, it is Always GOOD to REMEMBER.”
AMEN
“I will bless the LORD at all times, HIS praise
shall continually be in my mouth.”
Psalm 34:1
“Abide in me, and I in you...”
St John 15:4
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
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THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.fmbctheship.net
Email: fmbc3300@verizon.net
Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EvXPERIENCES

Sunday Worship .......................................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday ..............................Noonday Wednesday in the Word and Bread of Life
7:00 p.m. Prayer and Wednesday in the Word
7:00 p.m. Youth Enrichment
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark M.B.C.
The message following
Independence Day centered on Psalm 121. I will
lift up mine eyes to the
hills from when cometh
my help . . . This psalm
speaks to the times we are
living, tough, tight, tense
and challenging times.
Despite all that seems to
be bad there good goes on.
God is still good, and we
should realize that we
need help (the help of
God). The message’s title
‘We Should Be Looking
Up’ with the question
asked of the scripture was
‘When we look up, then
what?’
Psalm 121 gives us
hope to know that we’re
not looking up aimlessly
but with intentionality and
focus. We should look
pass what we see with our
natural eyes and look to
see that the Father is at
work.
God made the
heavens and the earth and
all that is in between and if
God is at work, we should
let Him have His way. The

first point ‘Look up and remember’. God is still in
control and all of our help
comes from the Lord’. Remember the promises of
God, that He is bigger than
what He created, and He
declares that there is nothing too hard for Him. Secondly, ‘We should look up
and receive.’ God has
what we need so ask Him
to help us and not depend
on ourselves. None of us
are self-made. We stand in
a low place looking up to
the high place of our God
sitting on high. We must
be willing to look up and
receive the help God offers, help that may not
come from people we like
or know.
Lastly, ‘We
should look up and rely’.
God made everything in
the heavens and in the
earth so we can rely on
and trust Him. Know that
if God made everything,
He can make what He
made comply with His will
and be what He wants it to
be. In God’s own perfect

On the Fourth Sunday
St. Mark continued its tradition of honoring its graduates. While we couldn’t
have the usual fanfare, we
did not want to neglect celebrating the 2020 graduates.
This year there are two high
school graduates, Hermon
Thomas, IV and Cameron I.
Bonnette along with two college graduates, Alexis Peterson and Charissa Jackson.
Congratulations to each of
you!
Pastor Brown’s message to the graduates and all
of us was ‘When Dreams
Come True’ based on the
story of Joseph from the
book of Genesis. The question asked of the scripture
was ‘What’s needed to help
dreams come true?’ The
first point was ‘there must be
the right push.’ Pushing
forces something on you
that you didn’t want to happen and what seems like a
negative on the front can become a positive. Joseph’s
brothers conspired to kill
him because of a dream but
rather than kill him he was
pushed into a dray well. That
push put him on a pathway

where his dream began to
be fulfilled. The right push
can cause us to receive what
God desires for us. Even in
these days God is pushing
us with Covid 19, with race
relations, the way we do
worship, with jobs losses . . .
but His push is to get us to
an expected end. Some of
the things that are accomplished could never have become a reality without a
push.
The second point was
‘there must be a reliable
partner’. God was always
with Joseph and it was God
who caused his dream to become true. God is the one
who gives success, He prepares and catapults us into
our destiny. If God were
taken out of our lives all
would fail. We have a great
partner with God for with
Him all things are possible.
Even though we may need
to wait whatever God says
will come to past.
The third point was
‘there must be a recurring
practice.’ For Joseph it was
helping people so they could
discover the good that God
wanted to happen in their

Pastor’s Corner
BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
TODAY’S CHURCH Tampa Bay

The rejected

Rev. Brian K. Brown,
Pastor
time He will make all
things conform to His will.
So, we ask ourselves,
where is my reliance, is it
ourselves or is it God who
made everything. If we
know that God is our help,
then we should remember
that the Lord alone is in
control of all things.
We invite you to join
our live streaming service
on YouTube (look for St
Mark MBC) each Sunday
@ 10:20 and Wednesdays
@ 7:00 p.m.

lives. We cannot realize our
dreams if we are selfish and
only want to help ourselves.
When we help others, we set
ourselves up for others to
help us. Are we thinking
more about our personal
progress? Are we headed to
self-destruction because
we’re not concerned about
the welfare of others?
Dreams come true when we
put the needs of others before our own.
The last point was ‘there
must be real patience.’
Joseph had to be patient
with God from the pit he was
thrown into through his incarceration. We too must be
patient with God no matter
how long things take. God
will make our wait worth it.
God can be trusted to do
things in its rightful time.
We must take our hands and
even our lips off situations,
believe what He says and
don’t get in God’s way.
We invite you to join our
live streaming service on
YouTube (look for St Mark
MBC) each Sunday @ 10:20
and Wednesdays @ 7:00
p.m.

“The stone which the
builders rejected the same is
become the head of the corner (Matthew 21:42).”
Affirmation – We are all
spiritual beings. I see each
man as my brother. I see each
woman as my sister. I see
every child as my child.
Some people are generalists and are called to meet a
wide variety of needs for diverse types of people. Some
examples are your Primary
Care Physician or Internal
Medicine Doctor and Jesus,
our Wayshower. Others are
specialists and they are called
to target their energies and
efforts to a specific group
with specific challenges. One
instance of this concept is
your Primary Care Physician
referring you to a Specialist to
deal with a condition. Peter
who was called to the Jews

and Paul who was called to
the Gentiles are Biblical examples
of
specialized
Wayshowers. (Acts 9:15).
Philip, who represents
power, was a Wayshower to
those who were rejected and
marginalized by society and
other groups of people. He
was a Wayshower to the
Samaritans and preached the
good news to them (Acts 8:140). The Samaritans were a
mixed breed of Jews. They
were the product of Jews intermarrying with Gentiles
and as such they did not fit
comfortably with either
group. In addition, Philip was
a Wayshower to Simon who
was known as a sorcerer.
While other people ostracized
Simon because of his profession and religious beliefs,
Philip saw him as a spiritual
being and ministered to him.

Philip was also a Wayshower
to an Ethiopian eunuch. Philip
did not allow their physical
differences in color, race, or
sexuality to separate them. He
saw his oneness with the man
and lovingly answered his
questions about the scriptures. Their divine nature was
their common bond.
One of the keys to your
calling is compassion. You
know to whom you are called
to serve because your heart
is filled with compassion for a
person or specific group of
people. You notice their issues and seek resolution. You
see their obstacles and you
desire to help them overcome. Open your heart and
allow your love to flow. That’s
what Wayshowers do!
Reflection Question –
What type or groups of people unlock your compassion?
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www.pcsb.org/myptc
Our mission is to provide students
the opportunity to develop national
workplace competencies to fill the
needs of business and industry.
Vision: To be our community’s first
choice for workforce training.

TWO CAMPUS LOCATIONS
Clearwater Campus
6100 154th Ave. N.
727-538-7167

St. Petersburg Campus
901 34th Street S.
727-893-2500

Accreditation by: Council on Occupational Education
(COE) 7840 Roswell Road,
Building 300, Suite 325, Atlanta, Georgia 30350 770-396-3898
or 800-917-2081 and Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools Council on Accreditation and School Improvement
(SACS CASI), 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033,
(404) 679-4500

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CREAL FUNERAL
B. Brinson Insurance Agency
Deannie
K’s
Beauty
Salon
HOME AND
1940 7th AVENUE SOUTH
ST PETERSBURG, FL 33712

Beauty is more
than skin deep.

727-896-2602

Call TODAY for an appointment

CREMATIONS, INC

“STILL SERVING WITH DIGNITY AND
COMPASSION 60 YEARS LATER”

CREALFHANDCREMATIONS@GMAIL.COM

Phone: 727-894-1734
2500 9th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

$20.00 Basic Shampoo/Set
Silk Press starting at $50
Specializing in Healthy Hair
1834 49th St. S, Gulfport • 727-328-2623

Auto, Life, Health and Home Owners
brinsoninsagy@yahoo.com
Bennie Brinson
1830 49th St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
Tel: 727-328-9878
Cell: 727-215-3048
Fax: 727-328-9545

